Break up into two teams. One person from each team is chosen to begin each round.
The teacher reads the question below. First player to ring the bell and say “I GOT IT” gets a chance to answer.
If the answer is correct, that team is awarded one full point, and the next two players step up to play.
If the answer is incorrect, the other player gets a chance to answer.
If that player answers correctly, their team is awarded one full point, and the next two players step up to play.
If the answer is still incorrect, go back and forth to the next player on each team until the correct answer is found.
If the question is answered correctly by players other than the original two players for that round, only a half point is awarded.

1. Teeder the Toad likes exercise. He wants to strengthen our muscles and wake up what? Our minds.
2. In this story, their behavior became reckless because their focus was what? Greed.
3. The town made some hasty decisions, and it made their world off what? Off Kilter or Off Balance.
4. What item did Lilly the Lash use to write Plan E on the inside of her cave wall? A Rock.
5. What was the name of the town they lived in? Tree Bark Falls
6. While Hazel and the gang stopped at the brook, what did Derek do? Slid down the slope.
7. What color did the sun turn the grasses that once grew in a variety of greens? Brown.
8. Old Auntie Bren gave the villagers new seedlings and flowers to do what? Rebuild the town.
9. Lilly the Lash got into a sticky predicament. What did she get stuck in? Sap from the tree.
10. The town made money by selling trees to another town. What did that town build? A Shelter.
11. After the storm, Dax said that while their houses were repaired, they’d have to do what? Live together.
12. What did they do to the top of Mollie B. Mouse’s house? Cut off the tree top.
13. What did Auntie Bren say the vines performed in the breeze? A Ballet.
14. What was the name of Silk the Salamander’s radio show? Radio Jive
15. Sticks was the tallest and was able to check out the view. What was his job? Safety of the Crew.

